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Introduction and Notations

The object of this note is to study further the two technical
aspects of Prof. Mitra's paper [4], namely (i) finding an explicit
expression for the orthogonal projection matrix when several
observations are deleted and (ii) making a more detailed analysis of
the fibre data.

While providing an explicit expression for the orthogonal
projection matrix with dropped observatioris, we also obtain an
interpretationofthe various cases in terms oif the estimationspace.

The data analysis done here illustrates the importance of
collinearity study and the role of the deletion diagnostics in arriving
at a meaningful regression equation. It also highlights the age-old
dictum of examining the scatter-plots.

We use the following notations; A', p(A), R(A), A~ and Pa denote
the transpose, the rank, the row-space, a g-inverse and the
orthogonal projection matrix A(A'A)~ A' of a matrix A. We consider
the same linear model as in [4]. We use P for P* and the partition
X= (Xi : X2)' where X2 has h - k rows. We make the

Pii P12]
^P21 P22

square matrices of orders^k and n - k.

corresponding partition of P, where Pn and P22 are

2. Projection Matrix with Deleted Observations

In [4], Prof. Mitra obtained an expression for the projection
matrix (hat-matrix) when an observation is deleted, using a
statistical argument. Here we derive the corresponding result for the
deletion of several observations. When several observations are
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(-1, -1), (-. +1), (+1. -1) and (+1. +1) with a = 1.

The results are summarized in Table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Relative Efficiency (RE) of different Estimators over r

Estimator

1. dl

(1= 1. 2)

2. ph (present study)

(1) a = 0

(U) a = 1

ai = -1 012 = -1

ai = -1 02 = +1

ai = +1 02 = -1

ai = +1 02 = +1

RE(%)

123.28

126.56

137.70

124.85

139.40

125.30

265

The proposed class of estimators is most efficient for ai = +1 and
a2 = -1. It is obvious from the table 5.1 that the proposed class of
estimators is more efficient than the conventional estimator, r and
also the estimators di (i = 1, 2) suggested by Srivastava and Jhajj [7]
irrespective of the values of ai and a2.
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deleted, three cases are encountered as opposed to the two
considered by Prof. Mitra. We now examine each case separately.

Case I: Estimation space unchanged after deletion.

This means that R(X2) C R(Xi). A necessary and sufficient
condition for this in terms of the projection matrix P is that I - P22
is non-singular. This can be proved as follows. The matrix

M =
(X'X Xi

X2 I

is nnd. Also p(M)= p(X'X)+p(I-P22)= (n-k)+p(Xi X,) (see [5],
exercises 9.4.12(d) and 5.4.26(a)). The row-spaces of X and Xj are
identical iff p(X'X)= p(Xi Xj). which is equivalent to 'p(I-P22) = n - k'
or 'I - P22 is nonsingular".

Case II : Estimation spaces of deleted and retained observations
virtually disjoint.

This means that R(Xi) H R(X2) = {0}. A necessary and sufficient
condition for this is that P12 = 0. This essentially follows from

R(Xi) n R(X2) = R(Xi Xi (X'X)-X^ X2).
(see [5], exercise 5.4.25 (a)(iii)). .

When several observations are dropped, the above cases do not
exhaust all situations. In general R(X2)would have only a (non-null)
part in common with R(Xi). This case does not arise when a single
observation is deleted, as considered by Prof. Mit'ra.

Irrespective of the relationship between R(Xi) and R(X2), it can
be directly verified that

Pxi = P1I+ Pl2 (I- ^22)" P12

where (I - P22T' is any g-inverse of I - P22-Case I, this reduces to
Pi 1.while in the second case the g-inverse is replaced by the inverse.
The results given by Prof Mitra are simplifications of these two
special cases.

3. A Reanalysis of the Fibre Data

A glance at the columns 3 and 4 of Table 2 of [4] reveals that the
measurements are highly coUlnear with the intercept. Indeed, the
condition number turns out to be 74.493. It is well- known (see[2])
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that in such a situation small changes in the predictor observations
can lead to significant changes in the regression estimates. Also, the
precision of the estimates may be hampered by coUinearity. Should
it be concluded that the above data is unsuitable for a meaningful
analysis? Hardly so. In fact, a shift in the origin corresponding to
the two variables in question produces a condition number in the
acceptable range. One could do this by subtracting the respective
means of the variables. However, it is not easy to interpret the
resulting variables. A visual inspection suggests that the origin be
shifted by approximately 24 irmas. in each case to counter the
collinearily. The modified variable would then be "length in excess
of24 mms". Such a shift is meaningful if the measurement of length
in excess of 24 mms. can be done precisely with the instrument at
hand. Usually the precision of a measuring instrument is only
available relative to the maximum length it can measure. If an
improper instrument is used (with a precision ofthe order of 1 mm.),
a shift of origin as suggested above amounts to a mathematical
exercise, and only masks the collinearity resulting from the
imprecision of the measurements (see Belsley, [17]).

Assuming that a proper measuring instrument is used, we
proceed with the Einalysis. Figures 1 and 2 show the scatter-plots of
the observations. After subtracting 25 mm. and 24 mm. from
columns 3 (variable Xi) and 4 (variable X2), respectively (and
renaming them X3 and X4), we get the follovnng table of variance
proportions (see [2] for a discussion on variance proportions).

Number Eigenvalue
Condition

Index

Variance Proportions

Constants X3 X4

.1 1.50901 1.000 .11864 .10373 .23344

2 1.11773 1.162 .31479 .35565 .00007

3 .37327 2.011 .56658 .54062 .76649

The acceptable range of the condition number in 1 to 30 (see
[2]). The regression equation is

Y = b'l + baXa + b3X4

with b'l = 23.2721, b2 = .4452 and ba = .2399. When X3 and X4 are
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Figure 1: Scatter-plot of Yvs. with final regression line
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transformed to the original predictors, the equation becomes

Y = bi + bgXi + baXa

where b, = 6.3838, which is the same as obtained by Prof. Mitra.
The standard errors for bg and bgare .1379 and .2568, respectively,
both before and after making the transformation. The meaning of
the constant term changes with the shift of origin. Therefore one
would expect that the new constant to be significant. The analysis
indeed reveals that b'j has a standard error of .2172. Compare this
with the standard error of the original constant, which is 5.4962.

• This means that the new constant term can be estimated more
precisely than the old constant term. Also, the new constant is
highly significant (as expected), although the old constant is not so.

The estimated multiple correlation (multiple R) is .6763, both
before and after transformation.

We computed the Cook's distance (see Chatteijee and Hadi, [3])
in addition to the diagnostics computed by Prof. Mitra for all the
observations. Observations 10 and 5 are the most influential to the
overall fit as per this measure. From Tables 3, 4 and 5 of [4] these
two observations are significant according to many other
diagnostics.

When observations 5 and 10 are deleted, the coefficients turn
out to be bi = 23.2727 (.1670), bs = .5419 (.1061) and bg = .2135
(.1933). The multiple R is .8228. Observation 14 becomes the
single-most influential one with the highest values of Cook's
distance and DFFITS. However, dropping of observation 14 along
with 5 and 10seems to marginallyreduce the multipleRand slightiy
increase the standard errors of the coefficients.

Multiple row-deletion diagnostics also play an important role in
detecting joint influence of observations. In this connectiori it may
be noted that the MDFFIT measure used by Prof. Mitra should be
suitable scaled (as in DFFITS) before any concluision is drawn. For
pairs ofobservations we limited our analysis to the Cook's distance
(see Chatteijee and Hadi, [3]). The paii* (10,24) has the largest Cook's
distance. When the data is reanalysed after dropping the
observations 5, 10 and 24, the regression coefficients become b'l =
23.2518(.1635), ba = .5787(.1066) and bg = .1682(.1912). Thus the
estimates become more precise. Further, the significance of ba and
ba changes from .0039 and .3602 to .0000 and .3902, respectively.
The decision regarding the significance of the coefficients is better
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focused with the three observations dropped. The multiple R also
increases to .8410.

The insignificance of X2 is intuitively evident from Figure 2,
which fails to exhibit any pattern. In the absence of this variable.
Figure 1 is quite interpretable. The location of the observations 5,
10 and 24 in this Figure seem to support the idea of their deletion
for a reasonable fit. The straight line drawn in figure 1 is

Y = 23.3154 + .62462X3 = 7.6999 + .62462Xi

which is the regression line after variable X2 and observations 5,10
and 24 are dropped.

4. Conclusions

A casual look at the data on Xi might raise a doubt whether it
is at all usefiil for predicting Y as all of them look similar. However,
from the analysis it turns out that X3 (or, equivalently, Xi) has a lot
to say about Y, even in the presence of the constant. Its predictive
capacity is further pronounced when a few observations are
dropped. This is reflected in the reduction of p-value from .0039 to
less than 10"^. Our recommendation is to drop the parental plot
mean in the presence of the parental plant value.
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